
The Pros and Cons of Buying and Using Stock Photos 

Stock photos are photographs that you can purchase from a website and use as yours on a website, 

blog, or social media account. There are many reasons to buy and use stock photos for your business, 

but today we’re going to dive into the pros and cons list so you can decide if this is a good option. 

Using stock photos is something that magazine outlets and newspapers have used for many years. It’s 

just recently become a popular option among bloggers and businesses that don’t have a photographer 

on the team but need high-quality images to promote their blog post, products, or services. 

What are Stock Photos? 

Stock photos are images that a photographer has taken without being assigned to take the photos. The 

photographer will then upload to a stock photo website to sell the photographs earning a small royalty 

every time a customer of that stock photo site sells their photo. Depending on what type of licensing 

you’re purchasing with the stock photo, the pricing can be a few pennies up to hundreds of dollars per 

photograph. 

I couldn’t begin to tell you how many stock photo sites are out there to choose from, because many 

entrepreneurs have ventured into this industry to sell stock photos among other well-known brands like 

Adobe. I’m merely going to cover the basics of buying stock photos and why these can be helpful or 

harmful to your brand. Once you determine whether this is a good investment for you, then you can do 

a little research to find the best places to buy stock photos online. 

Cons of Buying and Using Stock Photos 

To get the topic rolling, I’ll share the cons of buying and using stock photos first. 

Cash Investment 

The number one con of buying and using stock photos is the cost itself. If you’re a beginner blogger or 

business then you’re probably strapped for money. Buying stock photos can be a huge investment when 

you’re pushing out daily content or daily social media posts that need high-quality images. You could be 

looking at a large stock photo budget if you’re not careful about this. 

Licensing is Confusing 

For a beginner blogger or business owner, buying stock photos can be confusing. There are multiple 

license options with stock photos that could cause an issue. You’ll need to understand each of the 

license options for the stock photo and be clear about what type of permissions you have when using 

these photos before purchasing the license with the stock photo. Most websites explain each of the 

licensing options, so be sure to review that before buying. 

Lack of Authenticity 



Another con of buying and using stock photos is that they tend to lack authenticity. Nearly everyone on 

the internet has become more aware of what photographs appear to be real, as in taken by the brand, 

and which ones are stock photos. The quality is fabulous for both options, however, there’s just 

something that seems “fake” about stock photos that could hurt your brand. Since most blogs and 

businesses use stock photos, this con may not deter you from using stock images but it’s good to know. 

Pros of Using and Buying Stock Photos 

Now that you’re aware of some of the downsides of buying and using stock photos, it’s time to discuss 

the positive side of using these images. 

Saves You Time 

The key to surviving in the business and blogging world is to save time! The most successful people 

know that time is valuable and buying stock photos can save you loads of time. You won’t have to find 

the right lighting, the right moment, and the right imagery to capture a photo for your next marketing 

campaign or blog post. Buying stock photos provides you with high-quality images that you can typically 

use immediately. 

High-Quality Photographs 

Speaking of high-quality, stock photos are typically taken using the best equipment possible to create 

high-quality images for bloggers and brands to use. This removes the need to have you invest in camera 

equipment to take superb photography. Being able to find a stock photo provider that excels in 

photography skills allows you to have affordable access to high-quality photos for your next blog post or 

marketing campaign. 

 Easy to Manipulate 

While we did mention in our cons of buying and using stock photos list that some stock photos look 

“fake” since they can be used by others and have a different look to them, you can manipulate the stock 

photos. Most stock photos can be easily manipulated using photo editing software. This allows you to 

convert a stock photo that may be used elsewhere online to look more on-par with your brand and 

messaging. 

These are just some of the pros and cons of buying and using stock photos that you need to know about 

before diving into this option for your business or blog. Buying stock photos can help save time so that 

you’re able to use that time to build other areas of your business or blog to achieve success. 


